
July 6, 2012 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

RE:  Dennis Davison 

 

It is with great pride that I recommend Dennis Davison for employment.   Dennis is a person with morals 

and ethics which today seem difficult to find.  Dennis had application management responsibilities in my 

area at MCI WorldCom from 2000 to the year 2003.  Like all companies at the time, teams were 

reviewing all software and hardware for vulnerabilities.  Dennis and his team were responsible for 

reviewing our provisioning and billing applications, identifying areas of concern and risks and then 

defining and planning a mitigation plan.    

Dennis and his team led us through a sensitive system operations migration from one IT outsourcing 

company to another IT outsourcing company.  This type of project is always a tough one with 

contractual and date complexities.  Most resources did not want to be on this project which had a finite 

deadline and several guaranteed nights at the office including the actual migration on the weekend 

before Christmas.  It was impressive to watch Dennis build and motivate the team, work through issues 

and plan for a successful and fun December migration.  

Dennis is a person of high integrity and his word means something.  You can take it to the bank.  Dealing 

with Dennis is a pleasure as he handles all of the details, the follow through, including completion.  He 

communicates well with all levels and has been placed on many sensitive projects in a dynamic and 

highly decentralized work environment.   

You will not find a person who will give you as much energy and effort as Dennis.  He is still of the 

mindset that 100% is due his company each day.  He will work to find the right solutions for you.  He is a 

great team builder and motivator instilling confidence in those who work with him.   

Please see my below contact information.  Feel free to contact me at any time regarding Dennis.  I hope 

that you consider Dennis for your company and position.   

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gail Court 

918.906.1055 


